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Abstract

This thesis is focused on how users can emphasize the value of personal memories when they
use cameras.
The design of the camera has barely changed over hundreds of years of history. In the current
market, most companies are focused on functionalities, such as: better quality images, faster
processors, and safer storage. However, the basic rectangular form factor, the round lens, and
the layout of control knobs and buttons are essentially the same amongst the different
companies. Similar to auto design, camera design has changed minimally in its outer shape with
slightly advanced inner components.
It is important to understand that one of the main purposes of using a camera is to capture one’s
memories. Although enhanced picture quality and a faster processor can provide better
outcomes than those from an inexpensive point-and-shoot camera, they do not increase the
value of one’s personal memories.
This thesis asserts that not only do the pictures produced become memories, but the camera
itself and the interaction with it also become memories of their own.
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Introduction

1. Why memory?
If asked,
“What would you bring with you if your house was on fire?”
One might think of photo albums, gifts from others, letters, or other items of sentimental value.
This is because those items are strong mementos, which hold valuable memories, and they
themselves have intrinsic memory value.
However, in this digital era, when people are asked the same question, what might their answers
be? People might say laptops, hard drives, cell phones, and tablets, since these store all of our
personal data. This digital era causes us to live in an intangible world with one another although
we are physically very close.
Unfortunately, almost all of the digital products we use in our everyday lives are only designed
for efficiency because users look for better processors, more storage for massive amounts of
information, and user- friendly products. These may be faster, more efficient, and easier to use,
but they do not help add to the users’ personal memories.
Therefore, we need to create tangible and physical mementos that hold our valuable stories and
memories instead of accumulating them in an intangible world.
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2. Why a camera?
A camera is one of the most accessible memory capturing devices. Since most people have
portable devices such as digital cameras, smart phones, tablets, and laptops, it is easy to have at
least one device that behaves like a camera. Therefore, anyone is able to capture his or her
memories easily and quickly.
However, how much memorable value does your camera, as a device, have? Cameras have
merely become a short-term vehicle for taking pictures and sharing them. This is because
companies design these products with “Planned obsolescence”. That means, in order to survive
the tough market place, companies purposely design cameras with weak and cheap materials so
that customers are forced to buy new cameras at certain periods.
As a result, customers end up repetitively buying invaluable cameras to capture their memories.
The users may acquire good images but cannot have memorable activities and relationships with
their cameras. Since a camera is a memory-collecting device, a camera itself should be a memory
enhancing device. This means that the device itself needs to be a memory. When the users are
not using their camera, they should want to display it in a valuable open space, not in a shoebox.
Although the camera may have some patina, scratches, dents, and other worn out marks from
use, the users should want to keep those qualities, since those marks are significant factors of an
individual’s memories. Even though the camera may not properly function, the users should
want to keep it for the valuable memories it contains. Therefore, cameras themselves have to be
mementos to emphasize your memory.
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Research I - About Camera

1. History of the Camera
Over hundreds of years, the design of cameras has consistently developed with various
technological explorations in order to achieve easier use and better quality photos. In this
section, I will give a brief overview on the history of the camera, divided into three categories;
Before the 35mm film camera, After the 35mm film camera, and the Digital camera era. The
majority of my research was focused on 35mm film cameras.

1-1. Before the 35mm film camera
In the early history of the camera, it was impossible to get a permanent image in hard copy, but
people were still able to see images by using a new invention of the era called, the ”Camera
Obscura” (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Camera Obscura
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Like a pinhole camera, light passes through a small hole in the darkroom to create an upside
down image on a surface. The expression, ‘camera obscura’ comes from the Latin word, ‘dark
room’. Further on in the cameras development, it was found that having a lens instead of an
empty hole captured a sharper image. At the time, it was the only way to see an image on a
surface and many artists used this method for painting an accurate depiction of a scene, but it
was a long process to create a still image (Tolmachev 2010).

As technology developed, Louis-Jaques-Mandé Daguerre invented the Daguerreotype, which
became the first commercial photographic process (Gutavson 6). Using a combination of
specialized chemicals and light, the Daguerreotype can make a fragile yet somewhat
permanently printed image on a silver copper plate.

However, taking a good photo still required a lot of labor. During the Wet-plate era, famous
photographer William Jackson used his photos of Yellow Stone to help the area become a
designated National Park (Gutavson 44). Huge cameras were able to be carried in to the middle
of mountains by mules (Figure 2). During this era cameras were not portable, due to the size and
weight of the photographic equipment.

Figure 2. Carrying Cameras with mules
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As technology advanced, chemicals were developed and applied into film, allowing for a more
portable film camera. This innovation in technology derived from the Dry-Plate format. The
folding camera was designed with a self-storing lens format. This type of camera usually comes
with a bellow construction so the lens could flexibly retract into the dark space of the camera
housing. A wooden box is the common shape of this camera.

Figure 3. Wood frame folding camera, Pony Primo E

Before plastic was developed, wood and leather were popular materials for the construction of a
camera frame. Metal (Brass, Aluminum, Steel, etc.) and glass were the main materials used for
the lens components. In order to get the camera to focus, there needed to be controls from the
lens to the film. To minimize the physical size of the camera when it was not in use, a foldable
accordion structure was implemented to reduce the size. Leather was a suitable material for this
accordion structure. The most popular retracting cameras during this time period were designed
from wood.(Figure 3). Folding cameras have a vintage and classic look, but with heavy use over
time the collapsible leather was flawed and caused light to leak through and into the camera via
the worn out leather hide . Light that leaks into the camera can easily damage and over expose
the film, which was a common problem with the use of leather in these types of cameras.
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Figure 4. Brownie (1900) – Kodak

In the 1900’s, Kodak made a commercial and compact portable camera, ‘Brownie (Figure. 4)’
(Gustavson 141). With slogan “ You press the button, we do the rest.” from 1888 (Bellis 2016),
Kodak had already offered a revolutionary service that people could simply return their camera
after photo shoot and Kodak took care of development and print. With the Brouwnie, people
were able to easily take photos and get the prints.With the only one dollar price tag, this boxshaped camera was a big success in the camera history.

Figure 5. Kodak Slogan “ You press the button, we do the rest.”
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1-2. After the 35mm film camera (portable size camera)

The Brownie was a big success because of the design improvement over its size for portability.
In 1925, the first commercially successful Range Finder (*Hereafter: RF) camera, the ‘Leica I
Model A (Figure 6),’ was available on the market (Gustavson 214). By using standard 35mm film,
the overall size of cameras became much smaller. The RF camera used good mechanisms and it
lasted longer, but a lot of practice was required to familiarize the user with its separate controls.
The RF camera used a viewfinder to frame a subject and the photo images were generated
through the lens. Users gained a valuable experience that allowed them to see the exact moment
a photo was taken. With additional Optical View Finder (*Hereafter: OVF) on the top of the RF
camera, it had advantage of classic appearance and very clear optical experience (Meltzer 2012).
However, because of the cameras physical structure, ‘Parallax Error (Hunt)’ was unavoidable,
which causes a different perspective between the viewfinder and the lens (Figure 7).

Figure 6. Leica I model A

Figure 7. Parallax in Rangefinder Camera
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In 1959, Nikon released their first Single Lens Reflect camera (*Hereafter: SLR), Nikon F
(Gustavson 312) that combined new features like 100% view finder and motorized SLR and
current available mechanical functions such as pantaprism with mirror, mirror lock up,
interchangeable focus screen in one unit (Figure 8). Stephen Gandy (2003) said the Leica M never
got recovered from the Nikon F since the professional photographer switched to the Japanese
SLR camera from the German RF camera. User could see through the lens, which offers an exact
perspective and preview of the depth of the field. SLR cameras come with more buttons and
controls allowing the photographer to take accurate photos. This is the reason why the SLR
camera is still a popular format for professional photographers. Most of the modern Digital
Single Lens Reflect cameras (*Hereafter: DSLR) have the same frame construction that was
developed for the Nikon F. The SLR camera is a common camera format for professional use
because the lenses are interchangeable and there are a lot of minor buttons to control specific
details. The common downside of the SLR camera was that the user could not see the exact
moment of the photo since the mirror had to swing out of the optical view finding path and allow
light to access the film or the image sensor. Because of the internal structure, the SLR camera has
become one of the biggest form factor cameras to use 35mm film.

Figure 8. The First SLR Camera (All mechanism in one unit) - Nikon F
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With the development of technology, the majority of the market prefers a ‘Snap and Shoot
camera’ (Figure 9) that works using automatic focus, exposure, and loading for the next photo.
Simply put, once the button is pressed, the camera does the rest.

Figure 9. Point & Shoot Camera – Canon AF 35ML
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1-3. Digital Era

In 1988, the digital camera was created and a new medium, the digital imaging device, changed
everything and affected the entire camera industry. Digital image sensors replaced film and
allowed people to see the outcome of a photo right away using the display screen embedded
into the back of the camera.

The form factor of most 35 mm film cameras on the market remained untouched. The most
broadly purchased consumer camera was the point and shoot. The design allowed users to
simply press a button and the camera would automatically produce a decent quality photo.
Professional photographers and photo enthusiasts alike tend to use DSLR or Digital RF cameras.
The image quality produced by these cameras is more accurate and of higher quality. Another
popular camera format that arose from the digital era was the “mirror-less” camera, which does
not use a mirror or pantaprism. The reduction of these components reduced the overall size and
weight to the camera and allowed the mirror-less camera to have a smaller form factor (Upright
n.d.). As show in figure 10, the mirror-less camera allows for a 25.5mm distance from the mount
to the image sensor. On the other hand, the DSLR camera has a 45.5mm distance from the
mount to the image, a much greater distance. With the advent of digital camera displays, mirrorless cameras allowed for images to be immediately accessed and the removal of the pantaprism
cut down on the over height. As shown in figure 10, the digital camera is much more compact
than the DLSR. Mirror-less cameras not only have size benefits, but also have a similar photo
quality to that of the SLR camera. This is due to the physically similar image sensor that they
employ.

Figure 10. DSLR Camera vs Mirror-less Camera
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In 2011, the Lytro camera (Figure 11) was released to include a light-field capturing technology
that controlled the depth of field after a photo was taken (Davies 2013). Users no longer had to
learn complicated features to control depth of field The Lytro camera allowed people to take
photos in a very simple way and create various images with different areas of focus (Figure 12).
Personally, I agree that this camera has greatly improved technology in photography history.
However, this technological advantage did not help the photo shooting to be memorable.

Figure 11. Lytro Camera

Figure 12. Different Focused Images from Lytro Camera
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1-4. Summary

Over the course of camera history, many technologies have been applied into small devices so
that people can easily take pictures, see the photographic images, and save them safely.
Abundant technology was organized nicely allowing for modern digital cameras.

Figure 13. Various Cameras with Similar Geometry Shapes
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Looking through hundreds of years of camera history it is very interesting to see that almost all
of the cameras have a similar form factor. There are many different quantities and sizes of glass
or plastic lenses that can be constructed into the lens unit, but the shape of the lens unit itself is
always a cylindrical shaped housing. In addition, the camera’s body shape is commonly a
rectangular shape. Both the film exposing area inside of a film camera and the image sensor
inside of a digital camera are in a rectangular shape that drives the overall body’s frame shape. In
the 19th century, the camera was purely designed for function, as we know from the famous
saying ‘Form follows Function’. However, this basic shape settles down into a standard and it
obtains historical value as well.

In controls, the shutter speed and the aperture were developed in a logical way. The control of
aperture and focus are achieved by rotating circular rings mounted on the lens barrel. Rotating
the shutter speed knob located on the main housing can change shutter speed. Both have
rotating controls and most of the modern cameras have rotating knobs and this has become a
standard.

Following chart (Figure 14) is Pros & Cons for memory value of each camera format.

Figure 14. Pros & Cons for Memory Value of each Camera Format
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2. The Culture of the Camera
I found two very interesting memories related to camera’s culture: Street Photography and
Hybrid Camera (Vintage lens into digital camera).

2-1. Street Photography
In the 1930’s, famous photographers were working all over the world as street photographers.
Their photos are good examples of reorganizing mundane subjects on the streets into
masterpieces.

Street Photography is a very broad but unique category so it is hard to define it with a few
sentences. Tanya Nagar (2012) mentioned that Street photography is defined as capturing an
ordinary moment that encompasses everyday life with the artist’s perspective to share the
fleeting moment with the world (Nagar 10).

Henri Cartier-Bresson is one of the most famous street photographers in history and he is known
for using only an RF camera with a 50mm angle lens. Even with limited use of equipment, he
created iconic images in history with great reorganization of mundane subjects. He also is well
known for his famous quote, ‘Decisive Moment’. We can infer that his work was not dependent
on equipment, but it was more indicative of the dedication to find the perfect moments around
him (Nagar 12).
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Figure 15. Photo from Henri Cartier-Bresson

In the ‘Street photography 101’, Eric Kim (2016) believed that without street photography, his
tunnel vision would not have enjoyed the small things from his everyday life. It allows him to
slow down and enjoy every moment around him. (Kim 86)
Street photography is not about equipment and not just about the subject of the picture, but it is
more about how one sees and thinks about the world. It puts an emphasis on capturing a
beautiful composition of moments in everyday life. In the end, Street photography is a transition
of disappearing everyday events into valuable memories through photos. (Kim 86)
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2-2. Hybrid Photography: Vintage manual lens + Digital camera

It is surprising that unlike any other obsolete media such as VCR, cassette tape, CD, LP, or related
products, old film cameras and lens are still usable. Some companies still manufacture film
camera today. Some used lenses, from company name ‘Leica’, and hold very high values.
‘Antiquecameras.net’ is one of many websites for used market information about antique
cameras and lenses. It shows a common price list (Figure 16) and the prices indicate that some of
the old Leica lenses are more expensive than a new set of DSLR camera and lens.

Figure 16. Antique Camera lens market price guideline (Captured)

These expensive and relatively obsolete lenses are not just for film camera users who are looking
for antique lens or brand value, but also for certain users who enjoy the combination of two
different periods of media. By using an adapter between the camera body and lens, people can
enjoy various combinations of historical lenses with their digital cameras. I describe this
combination ‘Hybrid Photography’ in the thesis. The Hybrid Photography helps the used camera
market be active. Due to its impact, even some camera companies such as Cosina and Samyang
21
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manufacture manual lens for current digital cameras. It is so popular that ‘Ebay.com’ presents a
guild line for “how to use old lenses on new digital cameras.” (Ebay 2016)

Figure 17. Vintage lenses on Digital cameras

In the NY Times, Russ Juskalian (2008) states that a combination of old lens and a digital camera
(Figure 17) brings many advantages. Through used markets such as EBay or Craigslist, old lens
can be purchased with more affordable prices than similar modern auto focus lenses. In addition,
controlling the manual focus ring and aperture allows the user to focus clearly and provides the
preview of intended depth of field. It also offers an opportunity to experience the touch and feel
of manual controls. By rotating the focus ring, the users can look at the focused spots changing,
which is another joy of using manual lens. The slower process of taking photos provides many
layers of satisfaction. The writer mentions, “It slows me down and makes me think about what
I’m shooting. And it’s more fun” (2008). In the end, the user is deeply involved in shooting
photos. With positive feedback, the photography becomes more unique and memorable event.
22
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Figure 18. Hybrid Photography: Digital Camera + Almost 100 years old Film Camera
Figure 19. Hybrid Photography Samples

Harrison (Weber 2012) says that there are big groups of people who like the Lomography or the
Instagram can appreciate the beauty of photos from film camera. He also comments about Jason
Bognacki’s extreme Hybrid Camera project (Figure 18). By combining a digital camera (Canon 5D)
and almost 100 years of old camera (Contessa-Nettel Piccolette German folding camera from
1919), he can bring an old camera back to life, generating very soft and unique images (Figure
19), which a modern lens cannot create. With combining two different and 100 years apart
media into one place, Hybrid Photography presents deep and unique values of memorable
experience.
23
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3. The Life Expectancy of the Digital Camera
According to the article, “The Life Expectancy of Electronics” by Chris Ely (2014), life expectancy
of the digital camera is 6.5 years (Figure 20). Amongst other electronics, the digital camera is
above the average 5 years. However, compared to the life expectancy of the film camera, the
digital camera’s life expectancy is very short.

Figure 20. The life expectancy of electronics

RF cameras were released in 1925 (Leica I) and the famous SLR camera was release in 1959
(Nikon F). Through out the history of the camera, several film cameras were released and
interestingly, those cameras still work well, are easily repairable, and are easy to buy through a
used market. As long as there is a way to access after-process-services (ex. development, print,
Scan etc.), a film camera’s life expectancy can be easily over 30 years.

Planned obsolescence is another big challenge to extend the life of the digital camera. Planned
obsolescence is strategy that allows a product to only be used for certain periods of time
aesthetically and functionally. Users will be pressured to buy another one after the period (Extra,
24
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2009). Before the average 6.5 years even passes, your camera easily becomes an obsolete device
that cannot be compatible with new technology.

Moreover, similar to many other electronics, when a small component of the camera is not
working properly, it is easier to buy a new one rather than replace the part. Each component is
not designed to be repair-friendly and upgradable. In the end, buying a new camera every life
cycle would be more cost effective with better technological benefits than keeping one with
maintenance costs for a longer period of time.
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Research II - The Meaning of Memory and
Things

1. The Meaning of Memory
We cannot imagine how human life will be without memories. Thanks to memories, people
recollect the past, feel the present and experience various feelings. When people are affected by
external stimuli, this allows them to remember certain feelings of that moment. According to
psychology, memories are not a simple, passive process of responding to an external stimulus
and being taken out when needed. But, memory is regarded as an active process of configuring
and storing particular sketches by applying one’s knowledge and being taken out through
reconstruction (Sungkyunkwan University Institute of applied psychology (Eds. 2001. 98). People
adapt themselves to the stimulus in their own way and store it. Then, they take out analyzed
contents as memories. After taking out memories, they are reconstructing the memories by
contemplating and applying their knowledge in order to store the memories. The difficulty of
remembering newly adapted and stored memories can be related to the amount of excitement
and fun that they had at that time. Therefore, every memory is bound to have a unique
representation (memory representation). When being exposed to external objects, people can
have a representation that can arouse a positive or negative emotional reaction.

A memory has two meanings. First, it means an accumulated knowledge from several stimuli
such as events or objects. Second, it means a process of storing memories and recalling stored
memories. A memory can be described as a process of using accumulated knowledge and
consisting of three parts, encoding → grasp (store) → withdraw (recalling). Encoding is the
process of converting external stimuli into putting them in memories. Grasp is the process of
holding and maintaining information recorded. However, it is possible for certain stored
26
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information to be naturally destroyed or forgotten by engagement. Withdrawal is the process of
finding the necessary information from storage and making people conscious.

Memories are classified into many categories: sensory memory, short-term memory, and longterm memory depending on the length of the period of storage and whether it is to be conscious.
Sensory memory detects a target instantaneously and impacts people to remember in the form
of sensory images. Working memory is a memory acting as a bench while carefully thinking about
a given stimulus. Short-term memory is a memory maintained for a relatively short period of
time including working memory. Long-term memory is a memory that has been in the storage for
a long time before it is taken out later. The contents stored are classified into the narrative
memory about thoughts, the episodic memory about experiences, or the procedural memory
about how things are done. Humans store representations in memories, not a stimulus itself.
Information about things is re-expressed and stored in the form of a symbol. Knowledge means
to find the connectivity among stored representations and to draw any representation or create
new representations.
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2. The Interrelatedness of Experience and Memory
The interaction between human and external stimuli is referred to as experience. A memory is to
acquire or store knowledge and skills acquired from experience. The definition of experience
refers to events one actually did, and knowledge and function obtained from contents
recognized by sense or sensory perception for objective targets. An experience provides the
materials for memories and a memory interprets and reconstructs the experiences. Faced with
external stimuli, people arouse affective reactions such as ‘safe or dangerous,’ ‘good or bad’ etc.
Then, such affective reaction precedes rational analysis. Emotional reactions are aroused more
by perceptual characteristics through senses such as sight, smell, hear, or touch than by technical
and procedural knowledge about what it is, how it is used. In particular, if the design is related to
people's daily lives such as warmth or familiarity, positive emotional reactions are aroused
naturally.

Any emotional reaction is associated with the internal memory representation of humans and
other types of representations not only is personified those people, but also continuously
arouses emotional reactions. For example, seeing a house such as a thatched house or tileroofed house, Asians usually arouse comfortable and familiar emotional reactions (Bumbu 2011).
Although there is no direct experience of living in a such house, Asians show a familiar emotional
reaction as if they had lived before through reconstruction of the deep memory.

This aspect is originated from differences in social and cultural environments of people and these
factors are involved in people’s experiences to reconfigure memories. Therefore, social and
cultural environments of humans are deeply in relationship with experience. Depending on
people, elements that bring familiar and emotional reactions may be different, but people in
close cultures will generally react in the similar way to particular elements. Among possible
emotional reactions, positive reactions lead people experience happy feelings; therefore, this
experience is stored in the memory that will be strengthened and reconstructed.
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Another classification of image representation involved in emotional reactions is people's selfimage (John Mueller 2004). Each person may like the specific design of a model and have
different reasons why they enjoy or want to purchase it. Therefore, an image may not appeal to
everyone in the same way. People will develop very special, positive emotions to their favorite
objects. It is important for designers must be able to include these aspects in their pieces.
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3. The Meaning of Objects
Seeing an object and encountering a particular design cause people to experience an intense
feeling. Whether it is completely new or old, people react emotionally. In particular, people are
reminded of their past from objects or they feel happy when these are positive emotional
experiences. Exerting a positive emotional response for any object may be from experiences
through continuous interactions with certain object for a long time. Therefore, objects and
memories play an important role in emotional interactions.

People are satisfied by finding the value of objects and meeting internal needs. Feelings of the
past are evoked by memories, not by an object itself. For example, seeing a model of a thatched
house causes Asians to be at ease and comfort in their mind although they may have never lived
in such a house before. It does not matter whether it is actually warm or not. Reproductions of
famous artworks are recognized as cheap and fake, but people still find the connectivity with
memory representations through those reproductions and are reminded of emotions for the real
artwork.

In particular, pictures have a personal story and bring back memories. Through them, memories
share time and space with people. People’s memories can help to interpret the new information
through image-modeling while being constantly reproduced against external stimulation rather
than existing only when the subject reflects on the past with the will. The image is the stimuli
originating from the outside through a meeting of sensory organs and memories of the past.
Marc Gobe (2001. 38) says that people react emotionally in light of the experiences of their lives
and naturally give the emotional value to objects around. The act of design is to actively
participate in the process on the premise of such creation of the composite image (Kenya Hara
2007. 73) and designers are to find and express the meanings of these things.

When asked that what makes things special in “The Meaning of Things", M. Csiksentmihalyi & E.
Rochberg-Halton (1981) answered that special things are associated with special memories. They
concluded that if encountered with special things, those memories act and evoke special
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feelings. If any object reminds of any special memories, those memories contain a lot of personal
meanings such as enjoyment and comfort, then people will develop attachment to the object.
Attachment does not turn towards an object, but towards a memory representation. Meanings
and feelings expressed by the object play a very important role for some people. M.
Csiksentmihalyi and E. Rochberg-Halton call it Psychic Energy and believe that Psychic Energy
provides an important clue. Psychic Energy refers to mental energy or paying attention mentally.
The concept of M. Csiksentmihalyi’s Flow is a good example. When immersed, people are
completely captivated by what they are doing and feel like they become one through their
actions. People fall into a trance, not being aware of the world and time is stopped. Thus, those
who have experienced Flow evoke deep positive emotional reactions to objects or designs,
strengthening their memories. Deyan Sudjic (2009. 73) says that reflecting the flow of time on
people’s belongings is not a new concept at all. For example, people have respects for scratched
old and black Nikon cameras used by war correspondents at the time of the Vietnam War. These
kinds of objects have pure physical presence, reflecting intellectual aspect and value.
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4. Flow
People have the unique ability to visualize things in the world. Things in the world also stimulate
human emotions. Albert Borgman(1995. 58) calls it an engagement and says that engagement is
to implement the correlation between human and the reality in depth. For example, human can
deeply engage in musical instruments, but cannot engage in television programs deeply. As it is
harder for users to engage in design, aesthetic design is reduced gradually.

M. Csiksentmihalyi (1988) insists that Flow is different from Albert Borgman’s engagement. He
believes that Flow means ‘Psychological state’ of the moment of forgetting the passage of time
or space, furthermore even themselves by being deeply immersed in any action rather than in a
simple pleasure. In the state of flow, human beings have a comfortable feeling as ‘water flows’ or
‘flying in the sky’ and the concentration is highly increased and completed at the moment. In
addition, the mind is neither wandering nor thinking about other things and human
consciousness is composed in arrangement and all the spirits are used to achieve the goal. The
status of Flow is also regarded as concepts of pleasure and happiness. When experiencing the
state of Flow, people are happy and want to remain in that state.

M. Csiksentmihalyi (1988) mentions that in order to experience Flow, a good amount of
challenges (task) and skills (ability to solve the task) is required. With overwhelming challenges,
people might feel discouraged and frustrated with the lack of ability. On the other hand, when
there is no challenge, the task will be boring and people will not experience Flow. Balancing
between the two qualities is the key to achieve Flow.
Taking pictures can be a good example of experiencing Flow. For example, during photo shooting
at wedding events, objects (or people) and environments are kept changing. So, photographers
need good skills to control the camera and make quick decisions to make proper composition of
lights, environments, object, and etc. Some with a lack of skill could be stressed over capturing a
critical moment before it disappears. However, with enough experience and practice, one can
enjoy photo shooting in the Flow state.
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I believe that in order to be in the Flow state, camera designs should have manual and specified
controls. If a button automatically takes beautiful photos, you might feel bored in take pictures.
By controlling many different areas, the camera user will train himself or herself in a meticulous
way which will allow the user to experience Flow.

Among some characteristics of Flow, first one is an autotelic personality. Csíkszentmihályi says
those who experience more flow than ordinary people indicate specific characteristics and
prescribes them as an autotelic personality. These specific characteristics include curiosity,
persistence, low self-centeredness and high activity performance based on internal needs. In his
study, Abuhamdeh (2000) reports that people with an autotelic personality show higher
preferences in situations where there is a chance for activities containing advanced behavior or a
high level of skill is required.

Second, he says that when experiencing Flow, people think their lives are happier and more
successful. He predicts that the experience of Flow has a positive influence on people, making
them carry out occupational performance better.

Third, Flow has a positive effect on a human’s inner side and motivates work performance well.
In a particular activity, people can feel a high sense of accomplishment and experience
happiness.
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5. Tactile Quality
One of the underlying areas to enhance the completeness of design can be sensory stimuli.
Humans have five sensory senses: sight, hear, smell, taste, and touch that can detect external
stimuli. Among them, sight is the most important sensory organ and responsible for almost all
stimuli. So many designers focus on sight, but touch is also a very interesting field. Despite being
its ability to process things, touch tends to be generally oppressed. ‘Don’t touch!‘ is a common
example. Selecting materials that can block or convey warmth can exert the features of technical
protection as well as sensory stimuli. These aesthetic experiences can give the value to things
(Gianfranco Zaccai 45).

The human senses are linked to each other. The feeling and smell of burying your face in a
sweater do stimulate a corner of the brain by just looking at the sweater again. The feeling of
walking barefoot on the floor is in the brain through past experiences. So, simply by
encountering language or pictures, the memory is played in another side of the brain and a
positive, rich tactile reaction is formed. Kenya Hara (2007) says that human beings have various
sensory organs and are the image creation organ with the playback device of sensitive memories.
The image emerging in the head of humans is like a drama made by several sensory stimuli and
stored memories. So by connecting to old memory representations through a variety of sensory
organs, humans can create another new representation. For example, although accumulation
and reproduction of information can be contacted as much as possible through today’s various
digital media, people still prefer traditional paper-based books (Bury 2013). People want to touch
and read paper books and feel the weight of paper. The original charm of paper books is further
highlighted after digital media appeared.

Touch is made especially by experiences. If things are just considered for their necessity, their
values will be determined by price and convenience. However, beyond the dimension of needs,
there are things that come from experiences, evoking emotional memories of humans. If objects
can continue to give emotional values, an old thing can become new at the same time. If one
wants to do touch-oriented design, one must reveal what ways a person uses and experiences
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things and what configures added value and enhanced experience for the individual. After all, it
is about how to make things worth being used (Marc Gobe 2001).
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Research III -Emphasizing Memory

1. Wabi-Sabi
Wabi –sabi is an aesthetic consciousness characterized by abstinence, severity, and simplicity.
Moreover, it is the mental attitude about daily life and expressive consciousness treating things
or practicing simplicity. (lee 2008. 55) In other words, Wabi-Sabi is a humble aesthetic mentally
overcoming poverty and finding fullness.

In order to understand the term Wabi- Sabi, it is crucial to know the meaning of those words
‘Wabi’ and ‘Sabi’. First, Wabi is the principal of aesthetics standardizing simplicity of an image.
Also, Wabi is rather to find aesthetic beauty or spiritual fulfillment in the poverty of the
materials. Wabi is expressed as ‘imperfect beauty’. It refuses to be completed and prefers to stay
one step before completion. Wabi refers to the unconscious beauty that can be found in day-today life. In other words, Wabi means beauty made in unplanned and unintended everyday life.
(Sasaki 2007. 23) Second, Sabi means ‘a state which vitality is vanishing.’ So, Sabi refers to a state
with age, adding the beauty of maturity and completeness over time. For instance, old household
goods such as an old leather brief case and a wooden chair show their own elegance and dignity.
Therefore, the beauty of Sabi can be called as the beauty of time.

According to Leonard Koren (1994), there are three conceptual characteristics of the Wabi-Sabi,
which are impermanence, incompleteness, and imperfection. According to him, all things are
impermanent, incomplete, and imperfect. Impermanence is to accept deterioration naturally and
accept wearing out as a natural aesthetic sense. Incompleteness is unlimited. It allows freedom
so that there is always a chance to be better. In contrast, completeness loses effects after being
completed. Also, there would be no more beauty after completeness since it limits freedom.
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Wabi-Sabi can be expressed by using natural materials such as wood, stone, and metal. Those
unfinished natural materials have rough, irregular but simple appearance. Also, their
appearances would be changed naturally as time goes, which keep and indicate the traces of
time. (Yanagy Muneyosi 2004. 230).

A Japanese company, Kaikado, designs tea canister with various metal materials such as brass,
tin, and copper. In the figure 21, it shows beautiful and unique appearances of each metal
canister changing over time, which is embraces, the concept of the Wabi-Sabi.

Figure 21. Kaikado –Changing over time

In the article ‘Aged to Perfection’ by Remy Labesque(2011), author mentions that an iPhone and
a digital camera in his pocket can be deteriorated in different ways in figure 22. His iPhone shows
a unique and interesting appearance of the underneath aluminum that he can appreciate as the
appearance changes over time. However, when the digital camera’s plastic shell has worn-out
and removes thin coats, its revealed plastic shows a deteriorating appearance unlike the iPhone.
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Figure 22. Aged to Perfection -iPhone vs Canon camera

Cell phone has one of the shortest life expectancies amongst our portable digital devices. Digital
cameras usually have longer expectancies than cell phones. However, with application of better
material (Aluminum), the users can enjoy the appearance and be satisfied to use the cell phone
above the average expectancy of 4.6 year (Figure 20) while the plastic shell digital camera could
be sent to a recycling facility. This is another good example that the concept of Wabi-Sabi can be
applied.
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2. Three different levels of design
According to Donald A. Norman, there are three levels in design: the visceral level, the behavioral
level, and the reflective level. It is important for designers to know what makes people buy a
product. Norman argues that if people want to buy something, there should be a reason, which is
intimately related to the three levels (Norman 63-98).

First, the visceral design is all about appearance. It is not only about the immediate reaction of
sensibility, but also it is about the instinctive response. Norman says, “When we perceive
something as ‘pretty,’ that judgment comes directly from the visceral level.” (66) The first
reaction when people see something is very important. They not know about an object’s
technical aspect, but it is possible to buy the object if they perceive as appealing. At the visceral
level, shape and feel are dominant such as its weight and texture. The visceral level is the first
level so that it is widely influential on people no matter where and when they live.

Second, the behavioral design is a high usability. Unlike the visceral level, appearance is not very
important at the behavioral level. In fact, performance is the key in this level. Norman mentions
that the behavioral design begins with understanding the user’s needs (83). Designed products
should have abilities to perform its job and requirements. The user must be able to understand
how they work. Also, it should be easy to use. People should be the center of the production. The
behavioral design needs to be started from close observations on the user’s desire so that the
design can solve the various different problems accordingly (83).

The reflective level is the best on top. The reflective design can be related to many different
areas. He mentions, “It is all about message, culture, and meaning of a product or its use.” (83)
The reflective design gives satisfaction to users by allowing them to possess an object, display an
object, and further use an object. It results a very close and long-term relationship between an
owner and an object. The customer relationship is so important in the reflective level that
unsatisfied customers could be turned into a big fan of a particular product. This intangible
quality builds up a deep interaction with the tangible products. (88)
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In terms of designing a camera, functionality is a basic requirement. If a good-looking camera
does not generate good quality of photos, people would not buy it. A functional, reliable camera
that produces good quality images is a worthy product that meets all necessities of people.

Designing a camera with the reflective level is the most important element for providing longterm satisfaction (Figure 23). By considering memorable and unique services after-purchase
period, the camera can be differentiated among similar competitors. The value of a camera can
rise depending on the level of interaction between the user and the camera.

Figure 23. Three Different Levels of Design – Reinterpretation by Author
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Solution

1. Direction
1-1. Summary of Research

As I discussed in the research section, memory emphasizing digital camera is focused on a longer
period of time use without the users getting disinterested in the appearance or the technological
obsolescence. Manual controls can provide tactile experiences and it allows the users to build up
more memory. By applying the right material, the users can even appreciate worn-out surface
over time so the value of memory would only get higher. With unique services that help for
longer lasting memory, relationship between the users and the product can be strong and
therefore it elevates reflective level of design.

From all the research, this study can be summarized to the three points: Longevity, Manual
Control, and Reflective level of design.

For longevity of the camera, it basically needs durable material for every component and needs
to be designed for upgrade so that company can provide the replacing-parts service at a
reasonable cost. The technological barrier can be also overcome by upgrading each component.
The users can be satisfied to use the up-to-date camera during a long period of time.

The manual control of a camera is a good limitation for people to have stronger memory than an
automatic camera. It slows down and requires more labor for photo shooting but all these efforts
transform into a memorable action. By controlling camera in a challenging environment, one
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who has good skills can even experience Flow state so that they can be deeply immersed into the
photo shooting. Taking photos by mobile phone can never provide such experience of in-depth
joy. These manual controls motivate the users to stay in memorable activities.

Reflective level of design is placed on the top of hierarchy among the different design levels. It
helps to form a strong bond between the users and the product. By applying its concept over
time – changing materials from Wabi-sabi concept, the users can appreciate the subtle signs of
wearing marks on the camera surfaces. Also, the used product shows the different levels of
fulfillment that a new product cannot provide. Instead of throwing out an old used camera, the
users decide to keep it because the camera is a valuable memento.

1-2. Design Language for Appearance
Minimal
An aesthetically minimal design is good to make a product modern and clean. It also helps one to
use a camera for a longer time without getting tired of the appearance. An aesthetically
expressive design could easily get attention and seem attractive, but people feel bored and tired
of its design easily and would replace with another product soon.

Reinterpretation of camera elements from history
With combining historical and classic elements from film camera, the camera design language
can be even stronger. This is not for designing a totally new one. By celebrating the design of an
old film camera’s elements into digital camera, the strong design language will be formed.
With subtle tactile quality such as the feeling of opening a folding camera, viewing clear scene
through an OVF, reloading film sound and the shutter sound, the weight of camera, and smelling,
there are so many in-depth qualities in camera. Explaining these experiences in words in the
thesis is difficult, but these qualities are definitely the areas that this study is focusing on.
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1-3. Target User: Enthusiast

In camera market, there are different groups of users. It is generally divided by 4 groups: Entrylevel, Mid-level, Enthusiast, and Professional. Both entry and mid-level photographers generally
use consumer level cameras such as Point-and Shoot, Compact zoom, and Bridge zoom cameras.
They expect one button to do all the work and make decent photos. Professional photographers
prefer DSLR with good quality of image and fast controls.

This Memory Emphasizing Digital Camera is specifically designed for photo enthusiasts group.
They have enough knowledge and experiences with many other cameras so that they already
know how to use basic functions of the camera without reading a user manual. Moreover, from
more than 100 years of camera history to various perspectives of memory elements regarding
cameras, they can enjoy the subtle and sophisticated details of the cameras. They are the ones
who can enjoy Street photography and Hybrid photography since simply making accurate and
great photos are not their primary goal. But, it is to deeply appreciate each process of photo
shooting, and unique experiences beyond the final photo images.
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2. Early Concept
2-1. Concept 1: Over-sized Control Dials: Maximizing Tactile Experience

Figure 24. Idea Sketch 1

Figure 25. Mock up 1
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I assume the expressive dials or control knobs will be beneficial for easier control and intuitive
use the camera. After testing the mock up, I realized that there are many problems in different
areas. First, overall body size is too small for handling so it is not comfortable to hold and to take
a picture. Since dial size and knob unit are big, I made the body a bit small to match up the
overall size that I desire. Second, Overall size fits for pocket but with extrusive dials, they are not
smooth enough to easily take out from the pocket. Third, big dials on camera are visually very
expressive so it will be against the minimal design. It is good and intuitive in terms of controlling
the dials, but this high usability breaks the clean and calm minimal design.

Pros:

Visually interesting, Intuitive design

Cons:

The camera is a bit small to hold it
Extrusive dials break the overall minimal aesthetic of the camera.
Overall size is pocket-able but extrusive dials hinder the users to take in and out of
pocket.
Expressive design will not last long (easy to be tired of it)
Not ergonomic to hold
Relatively Complex mechanism for control (Figure 24)
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2-2. Concept 2: Basic Geometry Shapes

Figure 26. Idea Sketch 2

Basic geometry shape is always a strong element of design. In camera history, body units were
designed with the rectangular shape; the lens unit and control dials were cylinder. With
combining the basic geometry in the camera, it clearly divides the body unit and control unit.
Both units have very intuitive controls so that once the users see, they will know how to use it.

Pros

Clear understand of each part
Very minimal geometry
Space between body unit and control unit makes good grip
Unique modern shape

Cons

Extrusive lens is bothersome for taking in and out of pocket
Separated control unit makes the overall size bigger
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2-3. Concept 3: Folding Camera Options

Figure 27. Mock up 2
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Figure 28. Idea Sketch 3

In the camera history, a folding camera has many the strong design elements. Mechanical part of
opening with the sound and weight-shifting feeling (as the lens moves) is always satisfying. Class
camera appearance is another advantage for memory-centered camera. When it is closed, it is a
simple box that becomes easily portable. When the lid is open, it transforms to a taking picture
device. Each stage has a clear purpose and the user can clearly understand it. Depends on where
the lid is, comfort of holding camera is different. Since right-handed camera is in common, left
side lid provides better grip on the right hand.

The only downside will be manufacturing cost for all the mechanisms. However, this camera is
for enthusiast so that higher price tag is expected compared to any other entry or medium level
cameras. Moreover, when one thinks about the many year of use for this camera, higher cost is
understandable and acceptable.
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Classic appearance
Good ergonomic to hold
Clean box shape is very good for in and out of pocket
Exiting transition from box to camera
Tactile experience in sound and weight feel

Cons

Complex mechanism will raise the manufacturing cost relatively high
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3. Final Design

Figure 29. Final Design - Opened / Closed & Detail Images
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Through the early concepts, the important discover was the right size camera and controls with
clean and simple appearance. When the camera size is too small, it will be very hard to control all
the functions. If it is too big, on the other hand, the user looses motivation to carry the camera
frequently by its lack of portability. Even a control dial must be adapted to the right size.
Oversized dials are only distractive and the expressive design breaks the minimal visual
languages.

In concept 3, a folding mechanism is a great feature with advantage of flexible size and it can
embrace both minimal and classic aesthetic. By hiding all the complicated components under the
housing, the camera is small enough to carry with the user. When it is opened, it can be
transformed to be big enough to control all the functions easily with pleasure. When the camera
is not being used or is being carried, closed housing can be very minimal and none-distractive in
and out of a pocket. In addition, when it is opened for photo shooting, the reinterpreted
appearance celebrates the historical value of the classic camera.

In the final design, the same three sections from the research explain detailed information:
Longevity, Manual Control, and Reflective Design.
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3-1. Longevity: Module Construction

The construction of the upgradable components can overcome the short life expectancy of the
digital camera. The users can also customize each component depending on their needs and
desired appearance of the cameras. Following components are shown in the figure 30 from left
to right.

Figure 30. Exploded View - Upgradable Components

LENS
The users can enjoy various angles by replacing the different lenses. Like a common range finder
camera, they need to physically take an action to replace other lenses. Instead of using a zoom
lens, the users are encouraged to use each prime lens in order to put more physical effort into
photo shooting. The lens barrel has a knob for focus control.

LENS MOUNT UNIT
Possibly with the ‘Tilt Shifting’ (controlling depth of field in various positions) feature, the users
can appreciate more in-depth optical experience. In the image, it only shows the foldable
construction with linkages.
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BELLOWS
The silicon, a long lasting material that does not wear out easily, is perfect for the bellows. A
bellows emphasizes a historical and classic appearance. The bellows can be customized with
different texture or colors.

IMAGE SENSOR
By upgrading the Image sensor part as needed, the users can continue to take high quality
pictures. Instead of generating outdated quality images after average year of camera expectancy,
this camera can provide high quality photos for longer periods of time.

ALUMINUM BODY
A robust and long lasting material allows the users to enjoy taking pictures for longer periods of
time. At the same time, aluminum is soft enough to form wearing and tear marks over time. If
the users want to have a new housing, it can be easily replaced with various other materials.

CONTROL DIALS
Basic controls for photo shooting are focus, aperture, shutter speed, and ISO. Since the structure
of the lens has all optical controls, focus and aperture can be controlled in lens. Traditionally,
shutter speed control is belonged to the body; ISO is part of the film. In digital camera, both
shutter speed and ISO can be controlled in the body and the two control dials are for each
function. The users can customize them depending on their preference. Therefore, the cameras
can keep the clean and modern look without any designated number for shutter speed or ISO.
Detailed numbers for each dial will be displayed on the screen.

TOUCH SCREEN
The touch screen will be an intuitive and easy design for the users. Touch Screen will provide
minor controls such as viewing or deleting images, controlling setting, and etc. With a more
aesthetic display and slow-emerging graphic on the screen, the users can enjoy the transition
from viewing reality to storing image. The users can easily use display-upgrade service whenever
they want.
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OPTICAL VIEWFINDER
An additional optical viewfinder on top of the camera allows seeing a clear optical view. Instead
of looking at digitalized image on the screen, the users can focus on the direct optical view so
that they can appreciate the moment of taking photos. The difference between the final photo
image and what users see in the viewfinder makes another story to be added on their memory.

3-2. Manual Control
Manual control is another big part of the memory emphasizing process. These control
experiences allow the users to slowly take pictures and think more about each photo, creating
memorable events. Instead of digitalized or automated photo shooting processes, the direct
optical experience with tactile controls definitely add to the value of a memory.

Figure 31. Manual Control 1
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OPTICAL EXPERIENCE & CONTROLLING
The camera has manual-controls on the lens for focus and aperture. On the body unit, shutter
speed and ISO can be controlled. These four areas are the core control in manual camera. By
incorporating tactile and intuitive controls in dials and knobs, the users can enjoy each step of
picture taking process. All other minor areas can be controlled at the touch screen. As we
discussed in Flow, balance between frustrating task and boring task is the key to whether the
users can experience Flow. Adjusting four core areas are neither overwhelming nor simple task.
Rather, it is a good amount of challenges to immerse into. Moreover, by differentiating physical
core controls and other digital minor controls, users can clearly understand different hierarchy of
controls.

Two different optical experiences are available in this camera. By rotating the focus ring and
aperture ring, changing depth of field and focused area will be shown on the screen. Therefore,
the users can take more exact image that they want. By looking through the optical viewfinder,
they can focus on the clear and direct optical view and enjoy the exact moment of taking photos.
With parallax error and no preview of focus, the camera cannot capture an accurate image.
However, in camera history, a wide-angle lens and an optical viewfinder were a common setting
(Meltzer 2012) for photo shooting in the RF camera since parallax error or shallow depth of field
is only minor problem in this setting. These are distinctively different optical experiences but
both have value of optical experiences. The users can choose one depending on their photo
shooting preference.
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Figure 32. Manual Control 2

INTUITIVE START-UP
Opening up a gift box or a package is a very exciting moment for many people and the folding
camera in the history gives the similar experience. In a folding camera, the feeling and sound of
opening the camera are very satisfying. It is a clear transition from a portable box to a photoshooting device. As opposed to using an on/off button in many digital cameras, simply opening
the camera to turn on is visually and tactilely intuitive control.

It also has size advantage with folding feature. It can be quickly closed for better portability.
When they are being used, simply open the box and the photo shoot will be ready. As we
discussed, Street photography is a great category for photo enthusiasts and they need a small
camera to carry easily on street. It is small enough to carry and good enough to make quality
image. Most importantly, manual control of the camera is fun and memorable action.
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3-3. Reflective Design: Aging / Service

Figure 33. Aging (2 years/5years/over 10years) & Replacing of Case

Reflective level of design is all about the relationship between the product and the users. Only
extra ordinary consideration for the user’s experience will resonate the user’s satisfaction.
Applying Wabi-sabi concept on the digital camera, the level of experience will be differentiated
among other consumer digital cameras. This camera will collect the marks of use such as dents,
scratches, or losing coatings naturally or in accidental ways. Moreover, these appearances will
represent personal values that keep the evidence of use on the surface. The camera company
can provide the users with replacements of housing services. If the users want to try a new style,
the company can provide new housing materials made of stainless metals, woods, and corks. The
figure 33 shows the beauty of 2 years / 5 years / over 10 years of use and the service of replacing
the camera housing with a different material.

The company also has unique service that keeping the old housing of the camera, since it
contains a lot of history of use and is a very unique, personal, and beautiful memento. In this
scenario, the camera can be passed down from one generation to next generation with adding
more used cases. So, the camera can be a family heritage with excessive amount memories. This
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celebration of the used camera is another good example of Reflective level of design playing an
important role.
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Conclusion

Many people take photos of their everyday life to remember and collect memories. From cell
phone to other portable devices, it is true that various technologies allow us to take pictures
easily and store them securely. However, the fact that user-friendly cameras make our lives more
convenient does not equally provide us the memorable experiences of taking photos. In fact, the
simplified way of taking photos actually diminishes the value of memory. In addition, after a
short life expectancy, most of the digital cameras easily become outdated and get an
unpleasantly worn out, so the cameras cannot be appreciated aesthetically and functionally. The
camera is no longer just a device for holding precious memories in the digital era.

Throughout this study, it can be seen that a valuable memory from a camera can be achieved, by
enjoying subtle steps of taking pictures such as using cameras for a long period with satisfaction,
and experiencing unique services. Through Flow, involving in tactile control of camera elements
and taking pictures can lead to in-depth memories. With Wabi-Sabi, the appearance of a camera
can get more meaningful as time goes by. By upgrading each part, the memory-centered camera
can overcome the planned obsolescence. The users can also appreciate ‘preserve service’ for
their used shell of the camera so that they can keep the unique appearance of the old and used
camera housing. These unique features and services elevate the reflective level of design.

It is true that this study has many challenges. The biggest challenge is the evaluation of the
memory as the most of the cameras are focused on features and its sales. In addition, this study
needs at least 5 to 10 years of observation to see how it is applicable despite the difficulty to
measure the value of a memory from various individual’s experiences and emotional responses.
It would be strongly supported with more extensive researches.

This study is mainly focused on the physical aspect of a camera for this study, but it is possible for
further researches that support this study would focus on tech-related services. As new smart
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products are being released every day, people want to know, check, and control all smart
products remotely. Storing photo data and sharing through the Internet with applications in your
smart phone will be a good additional research for supporting this study.

This research, however, suggests a new perception of the camera as a personal object that
collects in depth layers of memories instead of being a tool just taking pictures. I believe that by
using memory-centered cameras, people can experience higher levels of satisfaction and their
value of memories can be elevated.

Hopefully, the camera can become a priceless memento that contains long history and preferably
hand over to next generation as a family heritage that arouses family memories and emotions.
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Exhibition

Figure 34. Graduate Thesis Exhibition - Bevier Gallery, Rochester Institute of Technology,
Rochester, NY (March 12. 2016)
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